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1 Introduction

Many reasoning systems must reach conclusions based on stored information; we can often model this as deriving logical conclusions from a given knowledge base of facts. We of course prefer derivation systems that draw all and only the correct conclusions, and that reach these conclusions as quickly as possible. Unfortunately, a sound and complete derivation process can be intractable, if not undecidable, in the worse case [LB85]. This position paper discusses the general challenge of producing an derivation process that is as effective as possible, and argues for using a (cautious) adaptive derivation process here. Section 2 first provides a trivial example to explain the ideas and motivate our “adaptive process” approach; Section 3 then explains adaptive systems in general, and focuses on one implementation of this idea, PALO. Section 4 concludes by suggesting some of the extensions and applications relevant to knowledge compilation and presenting some relevant future work.

2 Framework (and Example)

Extending [Lev84], we model the reasoner as a parameterized derivation process $\text{Ask}_\alpha(\cdot, \cdot)$, where $\text{Ask}_\alpha(KB, q)$ returns the answers to the query $q$ based on the knowledge base $KB$. The $\alpha$ subscript is used to denote the various parameters of this derivation process, which can include a derivation strategy that specifies the order in which to consider the clauses in the knowledge base; cf., [Smil89, GO91]. As a simple example, consider the knowledge base

$$KB_c = \{ \begin{align*}
\text{child}(X) &::= \text{boy}(X), \\
\text{child}(X) &::= \text{girl}(X), \\
\text{boy}(\text{bob}), \ldots & \\
\text{girl}(\text{carla}), \ldots &
\end{align*} \}$$

and assume the $\alpha = \langle gb \rangle$ parameter-setting specifies that each (sub)goal is matched against the $KB$'s clauses in a top-to-bottom order (*a la Prolog* [CM81], assuming “top” is oldest). Hence, $\text{Ask}_{\langle gb \rangle}(KB_c, \text{child}(\text{bo}))$ first reduces $\text{child}(\text{bo})$ to $\text{boy}(\text{bo})$ and checks if this proposition is in $KB_c$'s set of atomic facts; if not, then it uses the second rule to reduce $\text{child}(\text{bo})$ to $\text{girl}(\text{bo})$ and checks if this proposition is in $KB_c$. By contrast, the $\alpha = \langle gb \rangle$ parameter-setting uses a different ordering of the rules: $\text{Ask}_{\langle gb \rangle}(KB_c, \text{child}(\text{bo}))$ first searches for the $\text{girl}(\text{bo})$ proposition, and then (if necessary) for $\text{boy}(\text{bo})$. Notice this $\text{Ask}_{\langle gb \rangle}(KB_c, \text{child}(\text{bo}))$ process will take less time than $\text{Ask}_{\langle gb \rangle}(KB_c, \text{child}(\text{bo}))$ if $\text{girl}(\text{bo})$ is in $KB_c$ but will take more time if $\text{boy}(\text{bo}) \in KB_c$.

When should we use the $\text{Ask}_{\langle gb \rangle}(KB_c, \cdot)$ process, rather than $\text{Ask}_{\langle gb \rangle}(KB_c, \cdot)$? As both systems produce the same set of answers to each query, the only difference can be computational cost. If we knew the distribution of queries — which here corresponds to “the respective probabilities of $\text{boy}(k_j) \in KB_c$ and $\text{girl}(k_j) \in KB_c$, over the set of $\text{child}(k_j)$ queries” — we could then compute the average time required to answer $\text{Ask}_\alpha(KB_c, \text{child}(k_j))$ queries for $k_j \in \{gb, gb\}$, and then chose the $\alpha_i$ whose average cost is less.

To scale up from this trivial example: In general,

1\footnote{Here, we assume that bo is known to be either a boy or a girl.} In the propositional case, an “ideal” $\text{Ask}_\alpha(KB, q)$ process will return “Yes” iff $KB \models q$ and “No” otherwise. In the predicate calculus case, such processes could return a set of binding lists for the free variables in $q$, etc.

2\footnote{This assumes we know (at least an approximation to) the cost model for such individual computations — i.e., the cost of each rule-based reduction and database retrieval. We are also assuming that the appropriate quality measure is expected cost, as opposed to “best worst-case cost”, or some other combining relation; see [GE91].}
there can be a set of possible “performance elements” \( S_0 = \{ \text{Ask}_n( KB_i, \cdot ) \}_i \), perhaps each formed from an initial \( \text{Ask}_n( KB_i, \cdot ) \) by modifying the initial knowledge base \( KB_0 \) and/or the parameters \( \alpha_0 \). (The \( \text{Ask}_n( KB_i, \cdot ) \) in our example differ only in the order in which they considered the various rule-based reductions; notice they all use the same \( KB_c \).) Our goal is to find the best of these \( S_0 \) elements.

To define this more precisely: We assume as given a set of performance elements \( S_0 = \{ \Theta_i \} \) and a set of tasks (or problems or queries or . . . ) \( Q = \{ q \} \) that will be drawn according to some stationary (but unknown) distribution \( P: Q \mapsto [0, 1] \). There is also a cost function \( c: S_0 \times Q \mapsto \mathbb{R} \), which measures the time \( \Theta \) requires to produce an answer to \( q \). The quality measure for comparing different elements is their respective expected cost,

\[
C[\Theta] = E[c(\Theta, q)] = \sum_{q \in Q} P[q] \times c(\Theta, q)
\]

We are seeking the “optimal element” \( \Theta_{opt} \in S_0 \), which is the element whose expected cost is minimal:

\[
\forall \Theta \in S_0, C[\Theta_{opt}] \leq C[\Theta].
\]

There are two immediate issues: First, we need to know the distribution of queries \( P[\cdot] \) to compute the expected cost of any given \( \Theta_i = \text{Ask}_n( KB_i, \cdot ) \) system, and hence to determine which is optimal. Unfortunately, this distribution information is usually not available a priori. Second, even given the distribution information, the task of computing the globally optimal system is often intractable; cf., [Gre91].

3 Adaptive Derivation Process

One way around these obstacles is to build an adaptive derivation process, which begins with one performance element \( \Theta_1 = \text{Ask}_n( KB_i, \cdot ) \) and slowly “adapts” — as \( \Theta_i \) is solving the queries posed by the user, a “learning element” [BMSJ78] monitors the performance, and can eventually replace \( \Theta_i \) with another performance element \( \Theta_2 \) that is better for this environment. (In the above example, if the learner observed that all of the queries dealt with girls, it would replace \( \Theta_1 = \text{Ask}_n( KB_i, \cdot ) \) performance element with \( \Theta_2 = \text{Ask}_n( KB_i, \cdot ) \).) The learner could then observe how well this new \( \Theta_2 \) works over another set of queries, and possibly replace it with a third, superior performance element \( \Theta_3 \), and so on; in essence hill-climbing in the space of performance elements. Eventually the learner may reach a locally optimal element, and terminate. Hence, the learner is using its observations (of the user’s queries) to obtain an estimate of the distribution \( P[\cdot] \) of the queries, and then using this information to hill-climb to successive (apparently better) performance elements.

![Algorithm PALO(Θ₁, ε, δ) - PALO Algorithm](image)

Many speed-up learning systems fit into this framework; cf., [MKKC86, DM86], [LRN86]. Most of these systems, however, climb to a new performance element (by incorporating a new macro, or an additional control heuristic, etc.) after observing a single query; in each case, forming a new performance system that would work better on that specific query. Unfortunately, the resulting system may not work well over the entire distribution of queries, as this one query is unlikely to be representative; this issue leads to the utility problem [Min90]. One way to address this problem is to include a pruning process: After adding in the rules that appeared useful on single queries, this pruner would use a set of subsequent queries to identify, and then remove, the rules that have “negative utility”.

This position paper, however, advocates a more cautious approach: Only climb to a new element (e.g., modify the derivation strategy, or add a new macro) if we are confident that the resulting element is better than the current one. Such cautious adaptive systems (e.g., COMPOSER [GD92] and PALO [Gre92, GJ92]) first observe a statistically significant set of queries, implicitly computing the empirical expected costs of an element with, versus without, a proposed modification. They then climb to the modified element if it is, with high probability, superior to the original one.

**PALO Adaptive System:** The rest of this section discusses the adaptive system, PALO, that is shown in Figure 1.⁴ PALO takes as arguments an initial perfor-

⁴This procedure uses the value \( \lambda \), which is the largest value of the \( c \) cost function: \( \forall \Theta \in S_0, q \in Q, 0 \leq c(\Theta, q) \leq \lambda \).
formance element $\Theta_1$, along with error and confidence parameters $\epsilon, \delta > 0$. It also uses a set of possible transformations $T = \{ \tau \}$, where each $\tau$ maps one performance element to another; here by performing one re-ordering of the possible reductions. The set $T[\Theta] = \{ \tau(\Theta) \}$ defines the set of $\Theta$'s neighbors. PALO will climb from $\Theta_k$ to one of its neighbors, $\Theta' \in T[\Theta_k]$, if this $\Theta'$ is statistically likely to be superior to $\Theta_k$; i.e., if we are highly confident that $C[\Theta_{k+1}] < C[\Theta_k]$. This constitutes one hill-climbing step; in general, PALO will perform many such steps, climbing from $\Theta_1$ to $\Theta_2$, to $\Theta_3$, and so on, until terminating on reaching $\Theta_m$. At this point, we are confident that none of $\Theta_m$'s neighbors $T[\Theta_m]$ is more than $\epsilon$ better than $\Theta_m$. Theorem 1 specifies PALO's behavior more precisely; its proof appears in the [Gre93b].

**Theorem 1** The PALO($\beta_1, \epsilon, \delta$) algorithm incrementally produces a series of performance elements $\Theta_1, \Theta_2, \ldots, \Theta_m$ such that, with probability at least $1 - \delta$, both

1. the expected cost of each successive element in the series is strictly better than its predecessors; i.e.,
   \[ \forall i > j, \ C[\Theta_i] < C[\Theta_j] \]

2. (once PALO terminates) the final ordering $\Theta_m$ is an $\epsilon$-local optimum; i.e.,
   \[ \forall \tau \in T, \ C[\Theta_m] \leq C[\tau(\Theta_m)] + \epsilon. \]

Moreover, PALO terminates with probability 1, and on each iteration, requires only a number of samples that is polynomial in $1/\epsilon, 1/\delta$ and $|T|$. \hfill \Box

**4 Issues**

Notice the overall “performance+adaptation” system is both solving relevant problems $q$ (at each instant, using the $\Theta$ performance element) and collecting the statistical data required to decide whether to climb to a new $\Theta_{k+1}$. Our objective is for the “adaptive component” to be quite efficient, so the overall performance-adaptation system is essentially as efficient as the underlying performance system. The only challenge here, is in computing $\Delta[\Theta', \Theta_k] = \frac{1}{|S_k|} \sum_{q \in S_k} c(\Theta_k, q) - c(\Theta', q)$ for each $\Theta' \in T[\Theta_k]$. The obvious way of computing this value involves first running each $\Theta'$ on each $q \in S_k$, for each individual $\Theta' \in T[\Theta_k] \cup \{\Theta_k\}$. This can be expensive, as it involves $(|T[\Theta_k]| + 1) \times |S_k|$ (non-trivial) computations, of which only $|S_k|$ are required to solve the performance task. A partial solution to this, explored in [GJ92], is to approximate this $\Delta[\Theta', \Theta_k]$ quantity using guaranteed upper and lower bounds, $L[\Theta'(\Theta_k) \leq \Delta[\Theta', \Theta_k] \leq U[\Theta'(\Theta_k)]$, which can be computed efficiently, based only on information obtained by observing the current $\Theta_k$ solve each problem $q \in S_k$.

**Extensions:** There are many obvious extensions, both to the PALO algorithm in particular and to the idea of a “cautious adaptor” in general. The PALO algorithm shown here works in a “batched incremental” mode, as it iteratively uses a set of samples to decide whether to climb to a new theory, or to terminate. There is also a strictly-incremental variant of this algorithm, which observes samples one-by-one, and decides after each individual sample, whether to climb, terminate, or simply draw an additional sample; see [Gre92]. There are other variants that will climb only a fixed number of steps [GS92a]. All of these systems are guaranteed to work appropriately for an arbitrary distribution of queries; there are yet other PALO-variants that are designed to handle certain specific distributions. For example, [Gre93a] describes a system that is guaranteed to work effectively if the distribution of $c(\Theta, q)$ values are normally distributed. [Gre93a] also provides a preliminary empirical study of these different PALO-ish systems, which suggests when each works most effectively.

Notice that this PALO system is described in terms of a given set of transformations $T = \{ \tau \}$. While our earlier example deals only with one type of transformation (namely, by rearranging the order in which the rule-based reductions are performed), there are many other ways of modifying a given Ask$_\alpha$(KB, $\cdot$) performance element. We could change the knowledge base by adding in entailed clauses [Gre91] or removing redundant ones [MCK89], or even “reformulating” by adding in clauses that involve newly-defined terms [Sub89, KS92]. We could also adjust other parameters of the derivation process, for example, by adding checks for loops, etc. Each of these types of modifications leads to its own space of performance elements. [Gre93a] discusses how to find a good space of such transformations, and specifies when these transformations will work effectively.

So far, we have been considering only “symbol level” modifications [Die88], whose objective is to improve the efficiency of the computation, but not to modify the set of answers returned. (I.e., we have implicitly insisted that \forall $q$ Ask$_\alpha$(KB, $\cdot$) = Ask$_\alpha$(KB, $\cdot$). We can, however, use this same type of adaptive process for knowledge-level learning as well; [GS92a], for example, presents a PALO-like system that finds an optimally-accurate prioritized default theory. (See also [OM90].)

Finally, we can consider yet other ways of evaluating a given performance element. In general, we can use an (essentially) arbitrary user-specified utility function, which could perhaps quantify how much category we are willing to sacrifice for an increase in efficiency [GE91]. As an example, [GS92b] describes an algorithm that re-represents a given theory into a new form (as a pair of horn theories), from which queries can be always be answered efficiently. However, the answers
to some queries will be “I don’t know”, rather than the categorical “Yes” or “No”. (Hence, while this new system is never incorrect, it may be silent on some queries.)

**Future Work:** There are several remaining challenges. First, the PALO framework assumes we have access to an arbitrarily large number of sample queries. It does not address the important, but distinct, challenge of producing the best possible element, given only a specified number of samples. Second, this framework assumes that the error and confidence terms ε and δ are given initially. We have not explored how to determine appropriate values for these terms. (Clearly ideas from both decision theory and the two-armed-bandit problem [BF85, NT89] are relevant.) Third, PALO can easily land in a local optimum that is not the globally best element. One obvious approach, which we yet to explore, is to combine PALO with some ideas from simulated annealing [KGV83]. Finally, PALO is designed to work in a discrete space of elements. It is not clear if it would apply to domains with an infinite number of elements, such as weights in a neural net.
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